Competition at the University "Brainstorming"
need help with math homework

Briefly tell about how it is held. All members of the initiative group express their proposals on the
celebration of the Holiday in the University. At the same time, one person sits with a sheet of paper
and a handle, and thoroughly writes absolutely all the ideas that will be generated by the
participants of the initiative group. The main rule of the brainstorming: it is impossible to criticize the
ideas during their initial creation.
What does it mean? This means that whatever bad and unrealistic idea would seem at first glance, it
cannot be publicly condemned on the very first seconds of its appearance on the lips of one of the
participants in the initiative group. Why so need to do if, sometimes people offer truly delusional
ideas, which for crazy are clear that they are unrealizable?
However, not all car carnival. No one can not know what matures in the head from a participant in
the initiative group after everyone seems that his first idea will be over unsuccessful. At the same
time, you do not forget that people are very sensitive to public criticism, especially in a close group,
which, as we talked above, should consist by and large, from active young people. When a person,
complete leadership, criticize other people, then his active energy is immediately fading.
As a result, you should know that if you immediately criticize the ideas of your comrades, you can no
longer wait for proposals from them. Nobody wants to be Oszyan twice, especially in such a "leading
filled" company.
Therefore, try to immediately not throw critical arrows to a negligence, at first glance, ideas. Better
slowly replenish your database ideas, so that it was from what, so to speak, choose. After holding a
"brainstorming", you can (hurray, finally!) Disassemble the ideas of their comrades in the fluff and
dust. Joke, of course :)
You do not want to make exactly the same acts spent over your developments? Therefore, it's best,
after the end of the "brainstorming" constructively understand each proposed idea, and choose the
most suitable for your conditions. To do this, use a simple voting system, with a right voice for each
participant in the initiative group. It is also desirable to be guided by common sense. Well, it is so
that you do not forget :)
3. Write the plan of the upcoming work.
As we have repeatedly spoke in our previous articles, without a plan, you can not do anywhere.
Moreover, if you are being stood up such a great event for the university, as the organization of the
holiday in the university. In order to melt everything realistic, you need a person who is better than
others feel "life" things, such as:

1. How much time will it take on agreement with the administration of the university issue of the
provision of premises for the holiday?
2. How much time will you need to come up with scenarios for contests that will be held on the
holiday?
3. How many people will be responsible for the "paper" job when organizing a holiday in a
university?
4. What amount of work to make each participant in the initiative group?
This is just a brief list of questions that the answer chosen by you or the initiative group of people
should give. Usually, among the participants of this kind of association, there are always one or two
people who are best able to think about the specific deadlines to implement one or another stage in
the implementation of the project (in our case - when organizing a holiday in the university).
How to organize a holiday at university?
After this person (or a small group of people) gives its conclusion on these and other issues relating
to the timing of the implementation of a specific list of upcoming events (which, by the way, should
discuss in advance with all the members of the initiative group), the next step will be the preparation
of a specific implementation plan. upcoming tasks.

